TV MOUNT
Please follow the below steps to complete the construction of your TV MOUNT

TV MOUNTS

TV BARS
VERTICAL
Image above shows the arrangement of the TV Mount immediately prior to
completion. Follow the following steps to get to this stage.
Step 1.
Push the connections at the end of the TV BARS into the channels on the
verticals on the panel where the TV will be located. The height of each bar
should be judged by where the TV MOUNTS are located on your specific TV.
Once they are in the right locations (and level), turn the thumb screws (which
need to face the back of the stand) to tighten them in place.

STEP 2

Step 2.
You can check the positioning of the TV BARS by offering up the TV with
the TV MOUNTS attached onto the bars (without any fabric in front).
Adjust as necessary.
Step 3.
The TV MOUNTS should sit over the TV BARS as shown. These mounts
should support the TV screen as shown. Once you are happy with the TV
location, mark on the TV BARS with a pen where they are sitting.

Note:
You may want to measure the distance from the top of the TV to the Refresh TV
MOUNTS to make sure that the TV sits at the correct height when mounted.

Step 4.
Once the TV MOUNTS are in the desired position, cut the four holes out in
the fabric panel in relation to the TV MOUNTS location. You can do this by putting
the fabric panel in place and then cutting an upside down 'T' shaped hole along the
points marked on the TV BARS in Step 3. These holes are where the TV MOUNTS
will push through. A final hole may be needed for a power cable. The location will
be specific to your TV type.
Note:
The holes in the fabric should be cut with a sharp blade around 30mm wide and
15mm tall. Please be careful when using the knife, and wear protective gloves
when doing so.
You are now in the position shown below, now simply push the TV MOUNTS through
the holes and over the TV BARS. Ensure the MOUNTS drop fully over the BARS
before releasing.
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